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In this paper we will consider two possible definitions of projective subsets of a separable 
metric space X. A set A c X is X:(X) iff there exists a complete separable metric space Y and 
Bore1 set B E X x Y such that A = {x E X: 3y E Y (x, y) E B}. Except for the fact that X may 
not be completely metrizable, this is the classical definition of analytic set and hence has many 
equivalent definitions, for example, A is X:(X) iff A is relatively analytic in X, i.e., A is the 
restriction to X of an analytic set in the completion of X. Another definition of projective we 
denote by Xf or abstract projective subset of X. A set A E X is Zf iff there exists an n E o and 
a Bore1 set B E X x X” such that A = {x E X: 3y E X” (I, y) E B}. These sets can be far more 
pathological. While the family of sets Z:(X) is closed under countable intersections and 
countable unions, there is a consistent example of a separable metric space X where Zf is not 
closed under countable intersections or countable unions. This takes place in the Cohen real 
model. Assuming CH, there exists a separable metric space X such that every Z:(X) set is 
Bore1 in X but there exists a 2:(X’) set which is not Bore1 in X2. The space X2 has Bore1 
subsets of arbitrarily large rank while X has bounded Bore1 rank. This space is a Luzin set and 
the technique used here is Steel forcing with tagged trees. We give examples of spaces X 
illustrating the relationship between Z:(X) and Pf and give some consistent examples partially 
answering an abstract projective hierarchy problem of Ulam. 
1. Equivalent definitions 
For general background about analytic sets the reader should consult [4, 8, lo]. 
One notation we will use throughout is 
proj,(B) = {x E X: 3y l Y (x, y) E B}, 
i.e., the projection of B E X X Y onto X. We begin by considering the notion of 
Z:(X). This notion corresponds to any of the following equivalent definitions. 
Theorem 1. For X a separable metric space and A GX the following are all 
equivalent and denoted Z:(X): 
(1) there exists a complete separable metric space Y and a Bore1 B E X x Y such 
that A = proj,(B) = {x E X: 3y E Y (x, y) E B}; 
(2) (relatively analytic) if 8 zk the completion of X, then there exists a E 2, a 
2:(R), set such that A = a fl X; 
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(Souslin in X) there exists (A,: s E a~<~) where each A, G X is closed in X 
and A =UfEOWfL.,A~,,; 
there exists (A,: s E wio ) where each A, G X is Bore1 in X and A = 
&d-L&,,; 
there exists a closed set C G X x o w such that A = proj,(C); 
there exists a complete separable metric space Y and a closed set C E X x Y 
such that A = proj,(C); 
(truth tables) there exists T c P(o) which is Z: and ( U,: n E w ) each 
U,!gXBorelinXandA={xEX:{nEo:xEU,}ET}. 
Proof. (3)+ (4), (5)+ (6), (6)+ (1) trivial. 
(2)+ (3). Note that by the classical theory of analytic sets in complete metric 
spaces 
a= u n&l, 
fEW”neW 
where each A, In G Y is closed in Y. Hence 
(3)+ (5). Let 
A =,lJmnQmAf h 
where each A, I,, is closed in X. Define C E X x mm by 
C= f-I (U WA,). rIEO SEO” 
Then C is closed in X X coo and A is the projection onto X of C. 
(4)+ (1). Same proof as (3)+ (5). 
(1) 4 (2). Let B G X X Y be Bore& and let B E X x Y be Bore1 such that 
I? fl (X x Y) = B. Now, if a = proj,g((B), then a is Z:(X), and A = A fl X. 
(4)+ (7). Let 
T={QGw-: 3f E o* Vn E of In E Q}, 
so T c P(w’“); then 
x cfg nfWAfr,, iff {S E o<~: x EA,} E T. 
0 
(7)+ (1). Let D G P(o) x w” be Bore1 such that 
T = {y E P(w): 32 E 0“ (y, z) E D}. 
Then 
Q = {(x, y, z): (y, z) E D and Vn (n E y iff x E U,)} 
is Bore1 in X x o w x P(w) and 
x EA iff {n E w:x E U,} E T iff 3y 32 (x, y, Z)E Q. 
This completes the proof. El 
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From a more abstract point of view, for example see [20], suppose we started 
with an arbitrary countable field of subsets of a set X. We could then form the 
a-algebra of subsets of X that they generated, and similarly the u-algebra of 
subsets of X x X generated by products of our original family, and so on for all 
finite products X”. Then closing under projection would give the abstract 
projective sets. Using the idea of Szpilrajn’s characteristic function of a sequence 
of sets [19] this is basically equivalent to the following notion of _Zf subset of X. 
Theorem 2. For X a separable metric space and A c X the following are ail 
equivalent and denoted 25 
(1) thereexistsnemanda BorelsetBcXXX”suchthatA={x~X:3y~ 
X” (x, Y) E B); 
(2) there exisrs n E o and a Bore1 set B E X x X” and a continuous function 
f :B-Xsuch thatf”B =A; 
(3) there exists n E cr) and a Bore1 set B s X X X” and a Bore1 function f : B H X 
such that f “B = A. 
Proof. (l)-+ (2) since projection is continuous, (2)+ (3) is trivial, and (3)+ (1) 
because the graph off is a Bore1 subset of X” X X and f”B is the projection onto 
X of the graph off. •i 
Unlike E:(X), any of which can be obtained by projecting a closed subset of 
Xx0”, 2:: may require projecting arbitrarily high ranking Bore1 subsets of 
X x X”. The example of [5, Theorem 43, p. 2591 shows this. This X has the 
property that there exists a n”,,, Bore1 subset of X which is not the projection of 
any c”,+1 set. The argument is similar to that of the last example of Section 2. 
Note that it would be a mistake to consider a notion of projective which would 
allow arbitrary separable metric spaces Y in Theorem l(6), because then every 
subset of X would be projective. To see this, note that if A c X is arbitrary, then 
D = {(x, y) E X X A: x = y} is closed in X x A and A is the projection of D 
onto X. 
2. Relationship between 2;(X) and 2:: 
Let Borel(X) be the family of Bore1 subsets of X. Clearly, we always have 
Borel(X) E Z:(X) fl .ZF. In this section we give some (consistent) examples of 
separable metric spaces illustrating some of the possible relationships between 
these three families. 
Example. Borel(X) 5 Z’:(X) = 27. 
If X is an uncountable complete separable metric space, such as ww, then 
Z:(X) = Zf and Borel(X) is a proper subset of Z:(X), i.e., Borel(X) s Z:(X). 
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Example. Borel(X) 5 2;(X) s Xf. 
ForAs@“andnEWlet 
(n)A = (y E clfw: y(O) = n and 3x EA Vmx(m) =y(m + 1)). 
Let A c toal be a set which is not Ei(o”). Then X = (0)A U (1)~~. To see that 
this works, note that Borel(X) 52:(X) b ecause w@ is a clopen subspace of X. 
Also because X includes wru we have X:(X) E 2-p (see Theorem 1). Also by 
Theorem 1 for every set of the form (0)B U (l)C which is X:(X) we have that C is 
J$(o~). However (1)A is XT, since it is the projection of 
D = {(x, y) E X2: x(0) = 0, y(O) = 1, and Vn >Ox(n) = y(n)). 
Consequently x:(X) 5 2;. 
The remaining examples are all consistent examples. The first two use Luzin 
sets (see Section 4). 
Example. (CH) Borel(X) = x:(X) s 2f. 
Let Y c w” be a Luzin set, so by Theorem 8 (Section 4) Borel(Y) = X:(Y). Let 
A c Y be a set which is not x:(Y), and let X = (0)Y U (l)A. Since X is a Luzin 
set Borel(X) = E:(X). On the other hand, (0)A is Xf, so E:(X) s E;“. 
Example. If X is a generic Luzin set, then Borel(X) = z:(X) = Ef. 
If X is countable or every subset of X is Bore1 in X (for example a Q-set), then 
we have Borel(X) = 2:(X) = 2f. To get an X of cardinality the continuum, we 
can use a generic Luzin set. By a generic Luzin set we mean that X t ww is 
produced by forcing with the partial order P of finite partial functions from 
wr x w into w over some model of ZFC M. Then the [FP-generic object is 
essentially a function G: o1 x co 13 o and we let X = {x,: (Y < or}, where 
x,(n) = Gfa; n). 
We need only show Borel(X) = 2’?, since by Theorem 8 (Section 4), we 
already have that z:(X) = Borel(X). We do the argument just for the projection 
of Bore1 subsets of X X X, since the argument for X X X” is similar. Let 
B E w” x ww be a Bore1 set. By the countable chain condition there exists a 
countable set e EM such that B has a Bore1 code in M[G 1 (Q x CL))]. Let 
D = {(x, x):x E ww) and let Y = {x,: a E Q}; then 
proj(B 13 (X x X)) = proj(B fl (Y x X)) U proj(B fl (X x Y)) 
U proj(B n D n X) U proj(B fl (X - Y)’ - D), 
where projection is taken onto the first coordinate. Since Y is countable and 
proj(B fl (Y x X)) c Y, it is Borel. Since cross sections of Bore1 sets are Bore1 
and proj(B fl (X x Y)) is a countable union of cross sections, it is Borel. If we let 
C = {x: (x, x) E B}, then C is Bore1 and C n X = proj(B n D n X). 
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So it suffices to see that proj(B n (X - Y)’ - D) is in Borel(X). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that Y = 0 and that B c (w o x w “) - D is coded in the 
ground model A4 (otherwise we could work over a new ground model M[Y]). 
Let Q=o<O the partial order for forcing a single Cohen real and let 
[p] = {x E w”: p c x} for p E Q. For any two distinct x, y E X we have x E 
proj(B n X) iff there exists y E X distinct from x such that (x, y) E B. But since 
(x, y) is Q x Q generic over the ground model, we have that (x, y) E B iff there 
exists p, q E Q with p c x and q c y such that (p, q) It (x, y) E B. But since B is a 
Bore1 set coded in the ground model, (p, q) IF (x, y) E B iff ([p] x [q]) n B is 
comeager in [p] x [q] (see [13]). Note that X is dense, so that it is easy to check 
now that x E proj(B n X) iff x E X and 3p, q E Q x E [p] and ([p] x [q]) n B is 
comeager in [p] x [q]. Hence the projection of B rl X is in Borel(X). 
This example can also be obtained under CH using a proof similar to that of 
Theorem 9. 
Example (the set from Miller [6]). Ef 5 z:(X). 
In [6, Theorem 4, p. 1771 a forcing construction is given for a set X* c ww with 
the property that every subset of X* is E:(X*), but not every subset of X* is in 
Borel(X*). From here on we will refer to X for the X* of [6]. The argument 
given in [6] that not every subset of X is Borel(X) generalizes to show that the 
first generic Souslin set (i.e., A E 2;(X)) is not the projection of a Bore1 subset of 
X X X” for any n E w. We see the last paragraph of Section 3 [6]. Suppose there 
exists p E Q,, and t E 2” such that 
p It ‘Vx E X (x E A iff 3y E X” (x, y) E B,)‘, (1) 
where B, c X x X” is a 2: set with code r. Using the countable chain condition 
of Q,,, it is easy to obtain a countable Kc w2 with 0 E K, and an (Y with 
O<B<~<w,,suchthatKand(~alsosatisfiesIp)(K,~)=O,Iz)(K,a)=O,and 
V6 E K Vy < a {q E Qg: Iql(K, a) = 0} decides ‘y E Z,‘. 
Hence by [6, Lemma 51 I*I(K, LY is a rank function with p in its domain (see [6, ) 
Definition (ll), p. 1721). N ow we use the argument of the last paratraph on [6, p. 
1741. Let y > d + w be arbitrary and extend p to p, by adding to p(O), p,(O) = 1, 
which means that 
p1 It ‘xY E A’. 
Since p1 extends p by formula (l), 
p1 IF ‘3y E X” (x7, y) E B,‘. 
So find y E X” and p2 extending p1 so that 
~2 IF ‘(q, Y) E B,‘. 
Now since (x,,, y) is in the ground model, we can think of this as a J$ statement 
about r, consequently by [6, Lemma 2, p. 1731, there exists a q E Cl,, with 
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Iql(K, CY) < f3 which is compatible with p2 such that 
q It- ‘(+r Y) E B,‘. 
But now extend q to q1 by adding to q(0) that q,,(0) = 0 (this is possible because 
lql(K a) < B), but then 
q, It ‘x,, $ A and 3y E X” (q, y) E B,‘, 
contradicting formula (1) and the fact that q1 extends p. 
Problem. Give examples of X such that Borel(X) = _Z: s_Z:(X) and 
Borel(X) 5 J$ s Z:(X). 
3. Closure under unions and intersections 
Our first two results are simple observations. 
Theorem 3. For any separable metric space X the family of sets 2:(X) is closed 
under countable unions and intersections. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem l(2) since in complete metric spaces 2: 
sets are closed under countable intersection and union. Cl 
Theorem 4. For any separable metric space X the family of subsets of X, 2?, is 
closed under finite unions and intersections. 
Proof. Let Ai = projx(Bi) where Bi E X X X”i is Bore1 for i = 0 or 1. By 
replacing Bi with Bi X Xk’ for a suitable ki we may assume without loss of 
generality that no = n 1. Then 
A. U A, = proj(B, U B,). 
For intersection let & = B. X X”’ and 
& = {(x, y, z) E X x X”” x X”‘: (x, z) E B,}. 
Then 
A. fl AI = proj,(& tl h,). 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that there exists a separable metric 
space X such that 2f is closed under neither countable unions nor countable 
intersections. 
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Proof. Fix Y G o”, a set in the ground model of cardinality wl, and consider the 
following forcing notions: Q is the partial order of finite partial functions from Y 
to 2 and P is the direct sum of countably many copies of Q, C,,, Q. Of course 
both P and Q are isomorphic to the usual way of adding o1 Cohen reals. We view 
forcing with P as equivalent to adding a sequence (A,: n E o ) of generic subsets 
of Y, i.e., if G is a P-generic filter, then for each n E w let A,, = {x E Y: 3p E 
Gpn(x) = l}. For n E w and A c ow recall that 
(n)A = {x E ow: x(O) =n and 3y EA Vm E ox(m + 1) =y(m)}. 
The space X is defined by 
X = U (2n)Y U U (2n + l)A,, 
“EO nEo 
i.e., countably many copies of Y and one of each A,. 
Lemma 6. For each n, m E o the set (2m)A, is ET. 
Proof. Let D,, c X x X be the appropriate diagonal, namely, 
D,,, = {(x, y) E X x X: x(O) = 2m, y(0) = 2n - 1, Vk > Ox(k) = y(k)}. 
Then D,, is closed and proj(D,J = (2m)A,. 0 Lemma 6 
For k < o let Bk = (2k)(n,,,A,). So Bk is 2:: by Theorem 4. Also let 
Bl = Bk U LJ ((2n)Y: n < w, n # k}, then Bz is Ep, since U ((2n)Y: n < o, n # 
k) is clopen in X and hence z?. So to prove the theorem it suffices to show R is 
not Ef where R is defined by 
R= u Bk= n B:, 
kco keo 
Now since each Bk is a clopen subset of R it suffices to prove the next lemma. 
Lemma 7. Bk+l is not the projection of a Bore1 subset of X x Xk. 
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that 
B k+l = P)(& n . . . fl Ak) = proj(B), 
where B c_ X x Xk is Borel. Decompose B as the countable union of Bore1 sets: 
B= U G,,...,n,, ?I,l....rIkEW 
where each C,,,...,,, s (2k)Y X (n,)Z, X . - . X (nk)zk is Bore1 and each Zi is either 
Y or some Aj depending whether ni is even or odd. By an easy density argument 
we can see that Bk+l must be uncountable. Hence to prove the lemma it suffices 
to see that the following claim holds. 
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Claim. Each proj(C, ,,..., ,J is countable. 
To see this, note that since there are only k Z’s but k + 1 many Aj’S in the 
definition of Bk+,, there must be some j s k which does not appear as a Zi, 
however proj(C,,,...,,J E (2k)Aj. By the countable chain condition there exists a 
countable KC X such that the Bore1 code for C,,,...,,, and hence C,,,...,,, itself is 
an element of N = M[ (Aj r K) (Ai: i < w, i fj)], where M is the ground model. It 
follows that proj(C,,,,..,,,) is also in N. However Aj r(Y - K) is generic over N, so 
if proj(C,,....,,,) n W)(Y - K) . 1s infinite, then proj(C,,,..,,,J - (2k)Aj # 0, which 
would contradict the fact that proj(C,,,,,,,,,,) G (2k)A,. This proves the Claim, 
Lemma 7 and Theorem 5. 0 
This proof also shows that it is possible that n - 2?# (n + 1) - 2; for all n E o 
where n - ET is the family of projections of Bore1 subsets of X x X”. Note also 
that for fixed IZ the family of 12 - 2f sets is closed under countable union but not 
finite intersection. It is also true in this example that there exists a countable 
intersection of 1 - Et sets which is not _J?:P, namely if Ek,, = (2n)A, U 
IJ ((2m)Y: m < CO, m # n} (each of which is 1 - Ef)), then R = nneo nkCnEkn. 
Problem. Can we have an example where 2:: is closed under countable union but 
not countable intersection? Can we have an example where 2:: is closed under 
countable intersection but not countable union? 
4. Properties of products 
A separable metrix space X is Luzin iff it is uncountable and every meager 
subset of X is countable. A set is nowhere dense iff its closure has empty interior 
and meager iff it is the countable union of nowhere dense sets. The following 
theorem is well known. 
Theorem 8. Zf X is Luzin, then every l?:(X) set is Bore1 in X. 
Proof. In an arbitrary topological space the Souslin operation preserves the 
property of Baire (see [4]). Hence for any A E z’:(X) (by Theorem l(3)) there 
exists open U and meager M such that A = (U - M) U (M - U). But since meager 
sets are countable, clearly A is Borel. Cl 
Theorem 9. Assume the continuum hypothesis. Then there exists a Luzin space X 
such that every z:(X’) is Bore1 in X2. 
Proof. This is true of any sufficiently generic Luzin set. Suppose that M, < 
(HC, E) for a < wi is an increasing sequence of countable elementary substruc- 
tures whose union is all of HC, the hereditarily countable sets, and M, E M,+1 
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for each cy. For each (Y < o1 let x, E (2” II M,,,) be a Cohen generic real over 
M,. Then X = {x a: Q: < or} has the required property. Suppose A c 2” x 2” is 
,Z:(2W x 2”); then, since it has the property of Baire, there exists an open U and 
meager M such that A = (U - M) U (M - V). Let F be a meager Bore1 set with 
M G F. Suppose that F is coded in M,, then for every p # y > LY we have that 
(x0, xv) #F. To see this suppose that (Y < p < y and note that since F is meager, 
for comeagerly many x, F, = {y: (x, y) E F} is meager (by the Kuratowski-Ulam 
Theorem, see [9]). Consequently Fx,, which is coded in M,,, is meager and 
therefore xy $ F_. Hence 
A rl {(x,, x,): /3 # y > a} = U f7 {(x0, xy): /3 # y > a}. 
Also letting D = {x, x): x E X}, then, since D is homeomorphic to X, we have 
that A rl D is Bore1 in X. Finally, for all p < LY let A, = {(x,, x,,): y < o,} n A 
and Ae = {(x,, xe): y < oI} n A. Each of these is Bore1 in X2, and so A is Bore1 
in X2. Cl 
This result also holds for generic Luzin sets. 
Theorem 10. Assume the continuum hypothesis. Then there exists a Luzin space X 
such that not every 2:(X’) is Bore1 in X2. 
Proof. It suffices to construct X, Y G 2” Luzin sets such that there exists 
A c X x Y which is Zi(X X Y) but not (relatively) Bore1 in X X Y. For x, y E 2” 
let x + y be pointwise addition modulo 2, i.e., (x + y)(n) =x(n) + y(n) mod 2. 
Let 
A = {(x, y): x + y is the characteristic function of a non-well-founded set}. 
More precisely, let # : co<0 - o be a fixed bijection; then 
(x,y)~A iff 3fE0°tlnEW(x+y)(#~rn)=l. 
Clearly A is Zt(2O x 2”). Lemma 11 will finish the proof of the theorem. Let ikl, 
be as in the proof of Theorem 9 and let (B,: a < q) list all Bore1 subsets of 
2” x 2” with B, coded in M,. Using Lemma 11 construct X = {x,: a < o,} and 
Y = {y@: a < o,} such that x, and ya are Cohen generic over M, and (x,, ya) E 
(A - B,) U (B, -A). Then X and Y are Luzin sets, but A n (X x Y) is not Bore1 
in X X Y. 
Lemma 11. Suppose that M is a countable transitive model of ZFC-Power Set and 
B E 2” x 2” is a Bore1 set coded in M; then there exists x, y E 2” Cohen generic 
over M such that (x, y) E (A - B) U (B - A). 
Proof. To prove this we use Steel forcing [14] as explained in [3]. Let Q be Steel 
forcing with tagged trees, hence 
Q={(t,h):tcw’” finite subtree, h : t H co1 U {a} a rank function}, 
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where rank function means that h(0) = 03 and ssr~t+h(s)<h(r) ((Y<~o for 
a< w,). If G is Q- generic over a model M, then G is essentially equal to (T, H) 
where T E o Co is a tree and H: T t-+ w, U {a} is a rank function. It has the 
property that if H(s) = 00, then T, is non-well-founded (T, = {t E o<? s”t E T}); 
and otherwise, if H(s) E ol, then T, is well-founded. Let x E 2” be Cohen generic 
real over M and let G = (T, H) be Q-generic over M[x]. Let z E 2” be the 
characteristic function of some T(,, L 61~~ and let y = x + z. 
Claim. y is a Cohen real ouer M. 
Proof. Let P=2’” be Cohen real forcing; then iterated forcing is the same as 
product forcing: [Fp x Q, since conditions are finite. So x is P-generic over M[G] 
and since z E M[G] and y =x + z we have that y is P-generic over M[G] and 
hence over M. Cl Claim 
Let (n) be such that H((n)) = m, so that T(,,) is not well-founded. 
Case 1. (x, y) 4 B. 
Since x + y = z codes a non-well-founded tree we are done, since (x, y ) E 
A - B. 
Case 2. (x, y) E B. 
In this case we use the main property of Steel forcing. Let p E G be a condition 
such that p It (x, y ) E B. The statement ‘(x, y ) E B’ is a Bore1 proposition with 
code in M[x] about the real z since y = x + z. Therefore ‘(x, y ) E B’ is equivalent 
to a propositional sentence in L,,, built up from the atomic propositions ‘s E f”, 
where s E uio, and f is a name in the ground model for the generic object T. 
This propositional sentence is in M[x] and has rank less than c$lxl. Say it has 
rank y. Then working in M[x] we can find a condition p E Q such that 
p(y) =p(y) (see [3]) with the property h((n)) E wl. By the retagging lemma 
p 11 (x, y) E B. Hence if we take G to be Q-generic over M[x] with p E G’, then 
(x,y)~B-A. Th’ is proves the lemma and hence the theorem. Cl 
This result can also be proved for Sierpinski sets. Steel forcing has also been 
used effectively in [2, E-18]. This proof is a slight generalization of a classical 
construction due to Sierpinski [12] of a Luzin set X such that X2 can be mapped 
continuously onto 2”. In fact we show that this set could have been used to prove 
Theorem 10. 
I. Reciaw has pointed out the following result. 
Theorem 12 (Reciaw). For any separable metric space X, if X has bounded Bore1 
order, then X cannot be mapped continuously onto the real line. 
Proof. [l, Theorem 121 says that if G is a countable family of subsets of the real 
line closed under complementation and whose u-algebra contains all Bore1 
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subsets of the real line, then the a-algebra@ generated by G contains o1 distinct 
levels. Now suppose f :X ++ lI4! is continuous, onto, and one-to-one. Let G be the 
smallest family of sets closed under complements and containing a basis for II8 and 
the image under f of a basis for X. The hierarchy generated by G must have o1 
levels and therefore the same is true for the Bore1 hierarchy of X. 0 
Thus Reclaw answers a question of Miller [7] negatively, since it is impossible 
to map a o-set continuously onto the reals. The following is proved similarly to 
[l, Theorem 121. 
Theorem 13. Suppose G is a countable family of subsets of w” closed under 
complementation and such that the o-algebra generated by G, which we denote 
B(G), contains all Bore1 subsets of o”. Then there exists a set X c ww which is not 
in B(G) but is obtained by applying the So&in operation to sets in B(G), i.e., 
there exists B, E B(G) for s E arc0 such that X = Uf,,- n,,, B, In. 
Proof. Denote by S(G) the family of sets obtained by applying the Souslin 
operation to sets in G. The idea of the proof is to obtain a universal set for S(G). 
Namely there exists a map U: ww- S(G) which is onto and has the property that 
the diagonal D = {x: x E U(x)} is in S(G). This will conclude the proof since D 
cannot be in B(G), else for some x E ow we would have U(x) = o” - D and 
hence for this x we would have x E U(x) iff x $ U(x). 
Let G = {G,: n E w} and let # : W<~H o be our fixed bijection. For any 
x E w” let A: = GxCesj and let U(x) = lJf,,,” n,<, A; Pn. We need to see that 
diagonal D is in S(G). For fixed s E wCw let B, = {x: x E G,(#,,}. It is easy to 
that 
the 
see 
Now B, = u,<, {x E ow: x(#s) = n and x E G,} ; since we are assuming every 
clopen subset of o o is in B(G), we have that each B, is in B(G). Since G is 
closed under complementation we know that B(G) is the smallest family of sets 
containing G and closed under countable unions and countable intersections. Two 
classical results of Sierpinski are that S(S(G)) = S(G) and S(G) is closed under 
countable union and countable intersection (for a proof, see [ll]). So B(G) 5 
S(G) and D ES(G). 0 
Note that since every uncountable complete separable metric space contains a 
homeomorphic Bore1 copy of CO”‘, this result also holds for every uncountable 
complete separable metric space. Just as in Redaw’s result we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 14. For any separable metric space X, if X can be mapped continuously 
onto w”, then Z:(X) - Borel(X) is nonempty. 
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Problem (Mauldin). Is it consistent to have a separable metric space X with 
bounded Bore1 order but not every E:(X) subset is Bore1 in X? 
In Theorem 10 the Bore1 order of X2 is ol. 
5. The hierarchy of projective sets 
For X a separable metric space we make the following definitions. 
- Define E$ = n$ = l-l,,, Borel(X”) (the set of all Bore1 subsets of finite 
products of X). 
-DefineA~XmtobeII~+,iffX”-Ais~~+Y,,. 
- Define A E X” to be Ef+;, iff there exists a k E w and B G X” X Xk in II: 
such that A = proj&B) = {x E X”: 3y E Xk (x, y) E B}. 
- Define A:= E;f fl II:. 
Theorem 15. A:rEcc A:+, and AZ& l7:~ AC+,. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Theorem 16. AZ, Zf, and IIf are closed under finite unions and intersections. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
Define the projective subsets of X to be the l-l,,, zc and define the projective 
order of X to be the least n < w such that every projective subset of X is 2:. 
Problem (Ulam [20]). F or what n does there exist a space of projective order n? 
Obviously a countable space has projective order 0 and a complete uncountable 
space has infinite projective order. 
Problem. Is it consistent with ZFC that every uncountable space has infinite 
projective order? In fact, I do not know if it is consistent with ZFC that every 
uncountable space has projective order greater than 0. 
Theorem 17. In the Cohen real model there exist subsets of 0”’ which have 
projective order 1 and 2. 
Proof. Let X c ow be a batch of q Cohen reals and let A c X be a Cohen 
generic subset with finite conditions. Let Y = (0)X U (l)A and let Z = (0)X U 
(l)A U (2)(X -A). W e will show that the projective order of Y is 2 and the 
projective order of Z is 1. We begin with the proof for Y. 
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An A-cylinder is one of the sets A, where 1 G i <it < o and Ai,, = Y’-’ x 
(0)A x Y”-‘. Let 2 be the smallest family of sets containing Borel(Y”) for all IZ 
and all A-cylinders and closed under finite union and finite intersection. Our main 
lemma is that ,Z = 2; (Lemma 21). The next three lemmas will be used to prove 
the main lemma. 
Lemma 18. Suppose C E 2, where C c Yn x Y, and there exists i, 1~ i G n, such 
that for all ((y,, . . . , y,), y) E C we have yi = y; then proj,(C) E Z. 
Proof. Define p : Y” I+ Y” X Y by p(y) = (y, y) where y = yi. Then p is con- 
tinuous, hence for any B Bore1 we have p-‘(B) is Borel. Also for A-cylinders: 
p-l(Y” x (0)A) = Yi-l x (0)A x r-‘, 
and for j<n: 
p-‘(Y’ x (0)A x Y+j) = Yj x (0)A x Y”-‘-I. 
Hence p-l of elements of 2 are elements of 2. But note that proj,(C) = 
p-‘(C). Cl Lemma 18 
For YEWS with y(0) = 0 or 1 define 7 E o” by y(O) = 1 -y(O) and for all 
m > 0, y(m) = y(m). 
Lemma 19. Suppose C E 2 where C E Y” x Y and there exists i, 1 s i s n, such 
thatfor all ((yl, . . . , Y,>, Y) E C we have y =X; then proj&C) E 2. 
Proof. Define q: Yn * Y” X w” by q(y) = (y, y), where y =ji. Note that 
pro&(C) = q-l(C), so it is enough to check that pre-images of Bore1 sets and 
A-cylinders are elements of Z. Let B G Y” x Y be Bore1 and let B E Y” x o” be 
Bore1 such that B = I? (7 (Yn X Y); then 
q-l(B) = q-l(b) II (Y’-’ x [(O)A U (l)A] x Y”-i). 
This set is the intersection of a Bore1 set with the union of an A-cylinder and a 
clopen set, hence it is in 2. Now we consider the pre-images of A-cylinders, 
qvl(Ap+,). Suppose 1 G j < n + 1; then 
q-l(Yj-l x (0)A x r+l-j) 
= {(YI,. . . , y, > : Yj E (0)A and Yi E (0)A U (l)A}, 
which is the union of a clopen set and an A-cylinder. In case j = n + 1, 
q-‘(r x (0)A) = yi-1 x (l)A x Y”-i, 
which is a clopen set. So in each case the pre-image is in 2 and the lemma is 
proved. 0 Lemma 19 
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Lemma 20. Suppose 1 <jr < j2 < * * * < jk < n + 1 (k may be zero) and C c Y”+l is 
given by 
C=Aj,n+l nAjzn+l f~. . . nA,,+, n B; 
- B E Y”+’ is the intersection with Y”+l of a Bore1 subset of (a~~)“+’ coded in 
V[X Yr, A Irl, w h ere r is a countable set indexed in the ground model V; 
- there exists s E 2”+’ such that C c s(O)@ W U . . . U s(n)o”; 
- there exists an equivalence relation -L on (0, 1, . . . , n} with the property that 
for all (yO, . . , y,)ECandi,j<n+l 
i = j if Vm > Oy;(m) = yj(m), 
andforalli#n, i+n; 
- there exists t E (r U { *})“+’ such that t(n) = * and for all i <n + 1, t(i) E r 
implies y, = s(i)“t(i) and t(i) = * implies yi 4 (s(i))T. 
Then proj & C) E 2. 
Proof. Define Q c (o w)n+l to be the Gb set determined by the above conditions, 
namely y E Q iff for all i, j <n + 1, y,(O) = s(i), i 2 j iff Vm > Oy,(m) =yj(m)), 
t(i) E rimplies yi = s(i)“t(i), and t(i) = * implies yi $ (s(i))T. 
Let P s (cc)<~)~+’ be the subpartial order defined by 
PEP iff 3yEQVi<n+1picyi. 
And for p E P define 
The set of [p] forms a basis for Q. 
Consider V[X Yr, A lr] to be the ground model. Any y E Q determines the 
filter {p: Vi < n + 1 pi c yi} on P. We claim that every y E Yn+’ fl Q is P-generic 
over V[X lr, A r r]. To see this, note that P is defined in V[X lr, A lr] and the 
rest of X and A are generic over V[X Yr, A II-]. 
Since 
C = Aj,n+l n. . . nAj,,+, fl B E Y”+’ n Q, 
where B G YE+’ is Bore1 and coded in the ground model V[X rr, A rr], by 
genericity we have: 
Let B = Y”+’ fl fi where B c Q is an (absolute) Bore1 subset of the complete 
metric space Q. Since Bore1 sets have the property of Baire, there exists an open 
set U c Q and a meager (in Q) Bore1 set F c Q such that U and F are coded in 
the ground model V[X YT’, A r r] and (b - U) U (U - B) E F. Consequently we 
have B = Y”+l nu. For PEP define [prn]GY” by ye[prn] iff Vi,j<n, 
pi c yi, y,(O) = s(i), (i = j iff Vm > 0 y,(m) = yj(m)), t(i) E T+yi = s(i)“t(i), and 
t(i) = *+yt $ (s(i))T. 
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Claim. Zfjk <n, then 
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proj..(C) = A,,, n - . . ” Aikn ” ( ,pQu b r nl ” Yn) I 
else if jk = n, then 
proj,(C) = A,,, n * * . n A,_,,, n(,p~U[~b]nYn). 
Proof. E This is clear since B = Yn+’ n Cr. 
2 Supposey= (Y~,...,Y,-~) E[P InI, where [p] E U. We need to show that 
gyn E Y such that (y, yn) E C. NOW Ajtn+l may or may not be A,,,, which would 
require yn E (0)A. But note that t(n) = * so y, $ (s(n))rand Vi < n we have i + n, 
so for all m > 0, yJm) #yn(m). Since A is generically chosen we can always find 
such a y,. 
This concludes the proof of the Claim and since the right-hand sides are clearly 
in ,Z the lemma is proved. 0 Lemma 20 
Finally, we are ready to prove the main lemma. 
Lemma 21. ET = Z, i.e., the smallest family of sets containing Borel( Y”) for all n 
and all A-cylinders and closed under finite union and intersection. 
Proof. Recall that A-cylinders are sets of the form A;,, = Yip1 X (0)A X YnPi. 
Each A-cylinder is in ZZT since A, = projr(D,+l), where 
Din+1 = {(y, y) E Y”+l: y,(O) = 0, y(0) = 1, and Vm > 0 y(m) = yi(m)}. 
Hence t: E 2: since each Bore1 set in Y and each A-cylinder is in _JZr and 2; is 
closed under finite unions and intersections (Theorem 16). 
To show that Zc,‘c 2, it is enough to show that Z is closed under projection, 
i.e., if C E t: and C E Y” X Y, then proj,(C) c Y” is in 2. To this end for i <n, 
let Ci = {y E C: Vm > Oyi(f?Z) = y,(m)} and define C,, = C - IJicn Ci. Note that 
each Ci for i G n is a Bore1 set intersected with C. Since proj,(C) = 
lJi_ proj&Ci) it is enough to see each proj,(Ci) is in 2’. The case Ci for i < n is 
handled by Lemmas 18 and 19. 
So without loss of generality assume C = C,, i.e., 
vyECvi<n3m>O yi(m)#y,(m). (2) 
By normal form every set in 2 which is contained in Yn+* is a finite union of sets 
of the form: Aj,n+l n . * * n Aj,,+l n B, where B is Borel. So we can assume 
C’=Aj,,+l” . . . “Ai,,+,” B, (3) 
where B 5 Y”+l is the intersection with Ynfl of a Bore1 subset of (o w)ns’ coded 
in V[X lr, A rr], where I-+ is a countable set indexed in the model V. Although 
we will cut B down some more it will only be by intersecting it with Bore1 sets 
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coded in the ground model V[X Yr, A Yr]. Working in this model we can write B 
as a union of Bore1 sets Bk for k < o such that for each Bk 
3s E 2”+l Bk c s(0)ow U . . . U s(n)ww, (4) 
and there exist t E (r U {*})“+’ such that Vy E Bk Vi < n + 1 
t(i) E r+yi = s(i)^t(i), (5) 
and 
t(i) = *+yi 4 (s(i))T, (6) 
and an equivalence relation = on (0, 1, . . . , n} such that Vy E Bk Vj, i < n + 1 
i = i iff Vm > Oy;(m) =Yj(WZ)* (7) 
Fix Bk and the t and = given by formulas (6) and (7), and let C, = C II Bk. We 
claim there exists a Bore1 set Hk such that 
proj,(C,) =A,,,, f~ * * * ~-IA,.” f~ Hk, 
where k* = n - 1 if k = n and otherwise k* = k. The reason is that if t(n) E r, 
then proj,(C,) is the t(n) cross section of C,. Otherwise use formulas (2)-(7) to 
apply Lemma 20. Hence 
proj,(C) = proj, 
( > kQ G = k’;? proj&G) 
Since this set is in E we are done. 0 Lemma 21 
Now we prove Theorem 17. 
We claim the projective order of Y is 2, where Y = (0)X U (l)A. By Lemma 21 
we see that (0)A is not ITI, y hence the projective order of Y is at least 2. Let A be 
the smallest family containing all Bore1 subsets of Yn for all IZ and all A cylinders 
(Yi x (0)A x Y’), and (X -A) cylinders (Yi x (0)(X -A) x Yj), and closed 
under finite union and intersection. Note that A is closed under complementation 
and A E A:. 
Lemma 22. A is closed under projection. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 21. Cl Lemma 22 
Hence A is the set of all projective subsets of Y and the projective order of Y 
is 2. 
Next we see that Z = (0)X U (l)A U (2)(X -A) has projective order 1. Let A0 
be defined similarly to A but for Z, i.e., let A, be the smallest family containing 
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all Bore1 subsets of 2” for all n and all A-cylinders (Zi x (0)A x Zj), and 
(X - A)-cylinders (Zi x (0)(X -A) x Zj), and closed under finite union and 
intersection. Note that A,, is closed under complementation and A0 E Af. 
Lemma 23. A Is closed under projection. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 21. 0 Lemma 23 
An easy density argument shows that (0)A is not Bore1 in Z, hence the 
projective order of Z is exactly 1. This ends the proof of Theorem 17. 0 
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